
EMAIL MARKETING CASE STUDIES

Among the most important lead sources, email marketing stands out as a clear winner. It barely loses to social media
and SEO in inbound effectiveness, and.

There was no such thing as the perfect e-mail; every breakthrough had a shelf life. However, the benefits of
email are substantial and striking, especially compared to social and search channels. You have to make sure
your email open rate is the best it can be. They used email to source early feedback, used social proof to create
buzz and built a personalized newsletter to keep users informed about their donations. We detailed an example
of this in our Death to the Stock Photo case study. Email content was tailored to different customer segments
and geographies. With relevancy and dedicated content focused on continuing customer conversations,
marketers were able to build lasting relationships. They made each iteration of the newsletter public to ensure
they could patch any holes before launch. I authorize Delivra to track email behaviors including opens and
clicks. Martin and her digital team send out a weekly email newsletter to both prospects and clients labelled
FinLife Digest, which previously used a third-party content curation service. According to Vogel, the team
asked themselves, "You'll see many brands include navigation within their email template, but why? We didn't
have as much ability to segment as we do now. The content was also adapted if the user revisited the website
at any point to update their basket. Over half of all emails are opened on mobile devices. This is something
that for-profit startups tend to neglect â€” the importance of not just sending a receipt for a purchase, but
honing that interaction to make customers feel something more. Of the 1. Their initial email welcomes the
new reader with information about her account and its features. One of our team members will be in touch
soon. Last year, we created step campaign to welcome new subscribers to the blog. So they used their latest
feature of behavioral segmentation to map out their email list. For many emails, the body copy was nearly
identical. To drive recurring revenue, they broke out their monthly donation feature into its own product and
launched it separately. So for example, it focused on the additional space PlayStation Plus subscribers would
gain to use with downloadable content, whereas with PS3 users it focused on the cross-play features of the PS
Vita and PS3. There are about 3 million visitors to the Fair each year, Hays said, and "that number has been
pretty stable over the past some odd years. It includes a simple GIF to peak interest along with a link to
download the Adidas app. Even when the goals are simple, the logistics tend to get messy. Dynamic email
creative based on the type of products abandoned, with different variations depending on Monsoon or
Accessorize products being abandoned. Optimize for mobile browsing. Her team found that they were sending
too many irrelevant messages to too many people. How can you make life easier? Get to know when your
subscribers are most active â€” when they log on to Facebook, Twitter and so on. To implement behavior
segmentation, you must first collect user behavior data , such as which types of content a select group of
people prefer, when they usually open their emails, whether or not they respond to your emails and the like.
That growth has been fueled by an intense understanding of their target reader and an community that is eager
to help. To execute this, the marketing team began collecting customer reviews and utilizing them in paid ad
campaigns, landing pages and email marketing. In , text messages surpassed internet, email and mail messages
in terms of click-through and conversion rate. Our Favorite Email Marketing Case Studies From February 25,
Every year, we see a lot of emails here at Delivraâ€”and in that mountain of emails, we have so many we love.


